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going through significant architectural, organizational, and
operational changes as planned by the EU Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) Initiative [3]. Second,
change management is a critical issue. The need of system
engineering techniques to support change management is
well recognized [4]. Last but not least there is a significant
body of research about empirical evaluations of requirements
engineering approaches in the ATM domain [5], [6], [7]. For
example, in [6], DMAN (Departure MANager), a system for
managing departure of aircrafts, is used as case study. This
makes it easier to benchmark our study.
In our empirical validation, we have focused on changes
associated with the introduction of a new decision supporting
tool (the AMAN – Arrival MANager) and SWIM (System
Wide Information Management) in the ATM domain.
Fig. 1 summarizes how our empirical studies developed
along a two years horizon. The aim of the studies is to
evaluate how easy to apply and to adopt is the modeling
approach when used by subjects that have a different level of
knowledge of the method and of the air traffic management
domain. First we have conducted a study within the research
team. Then, we have pushed the envelope further by carrying
out a a study with MSc students which can yield additional
benefits (see e.g. [8]), and a number of design workshops
with ATM experts and industry practitioners as in [7] to
avoid the pitfalls of students only studies [9].
The empirical studies allowed us to collect useful insights about weaknesses and advantages of our approach
for modeling requirements evolution. On the positive side,
the validation with the ATM experts highlighted that the
approach could be a useful instrument in particular during
the brainstorming phase to assess the impact of change on
critical systems and operational procedures (this confirms the
findings of [5]). We have further showed that it is reasonably
possible for people different than the method’s own inventor
(such as students or domain experts) to build significantly
large (and correct) models. On the negative side, it emerged
during the discussion with ATM experts that efforts in larger
or more accurate modelling (as opposed to brainstorming)
would only be interesting if they would allow to save time
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I. I NTRODUCTION
In this paper we present the results of an empirical
validation conducted on an RE approach to model and reason
on requirements evolution (previously proposed in [1]). The
evolution of mission-critical requirements at enterprise level
is known to be possible, but it is unknown whether it would
happen: the known unknowns. The objective of the approach
is to capture what Loucopoulous and Kavakli [2] identified
as the knowledge shared by multiple stakeholders about
“where the enterprise is currently”, “where the enterprise
wishes to be in the future”, and “what alternative designs”
are needed for the desired future state. Unfortunately, large
organizations cannot wait that the unknowns become known.
The process of tendering and organizational restructuring
requires a significant amount of time and planning. Decision makers at high-level must essentially bet on the
final organizational solution and possibly minimize the risks
that the solutions turn out to be wrong. The approach for
evolving requirements should help the decision makers to
select an optimal system design alternative that is resilient
to requirements evolution.
The empirical validation we describe here aimed at assessing the applicability of the approach in an industrial setting.
For our validation we considered the air traffic management (ATM) domain for three main reasons. First, the
ATM systems are complex and critical systems that are
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Fig. 1.

Chronology of the family of empirical studies

in later phases and in particular costly what-if simulations
with controllers. These would be large scale experiments and
subject of a research project on its own.
The next section presents the related work. Section III
presents the context of our studies. Section IV gives an
overview of the RE approach which has been the object
of the validation. We provide an overview of the family of
empirical studies we have performed in Section V, while
Section VI, VIII and VII describe in details the individual
studies we conducted to evaluate the approach. Section IX
presents the results of the analysis of the data collected
during the validation. Section X discusses the threats to
validity while Section XI concludes the paper with the
lessons learned.

CORA-2, and MSP). To collect the results from each workshop, color-coded idea cards, post-it notes, A3 papers etc
have been used.
Among the above proposals, the works by Maiden et
al. [5] are the closest to ours. We have used similar case
studies about ATM tools and also the organization of the
workshops with ATM experts is mix of training and application sessions as in the works by Maiden et al. We have
further based our approach on a broader set of guidelines
proposed by Runeson et al. [14] about how to conduct
qualitative research. Following those guidelines we have involved researchers, students, domain experts and practioners
with different expertise and used semi-structured interviews,
questionnaires and audio-video recordings to collect data in
order to perform data triangulation.
The guidelines were adopted by McGee et al.[15] to
conduct a case study on requirements change taxonomy. The
work focused on how change classification helps designers
to understand the impact of change, why and when it
happens. This study investigated changes recorded during
development cycles of an industrial project.
Another study by Herrmann et al.[16] on requirements
evolution investigated the applicability of TORE, a requirements engineering approach to identify delta requirements for a plant engineering tool. The study measured
improvements in the as-is-analysis, the to-be-analysis, and
the prioritization of refinements. Here we focussed on the
ability to capture complex evolution scenarios.

II. R ELATED W ORK
We review here the proposals related to empirical studies
on the visual modeling of requirements and on methods for
capturing requirements evolution.
One of the first studies on the topic has been performed
by Kamsties et al.[10]. They summarized the results of
a case study on requirements interdependencies held with
practitioners from ten small and medium enterprises. They
showed that new requirements implementation can cause
unpredictable interactions with requirements already implemented. Carlshamre et al.[11] surveyed five companies and
showed that visualization of interdependencies allows for an
efficient identification of key characteristics. With the aim of
planning for changes beforehand, Villela et al.[12] proposed
a software evolution model to address adaptation needs
and potential changes in all levels of software abstraction.
In [13], a quasi-experiment was conducted in the field
of Ambient Assisted Living to characterize the adequacy
and feasibility of this method. Maiden et al. [5], [6], [7]
conducted several case studies in ATM domain to validate
RESCUE, a scenario-driven requirements engineering process. The case studies included a series of workshops to
which ATM experts with different expertise participated. The
workshops were organized in three main phases: a training
phase about RESCUE, a brainstorming phase, and then an
application phase where the experts applied RESCUE to
discover requirements for different ATM tools (e.g. DMAN,

III. A PPLICATION S CENARIO
The context for the validation of our modeling approach
approach has been selected cooperatively by the University
of Trento and Deep Blue Srl, an Italian consultancy company
specialized in human factors, safety and validation of ATM
concepts and systems. The collaboration was established
within the SecureChange European project about secure
software evolution. A workshop about ATM procedures and
tools, and safety and security issues was organized by Deep
Blue to introduce the researchers to the ATM domain. It
also included a visit to an ATM real time simulation center.
During the workshop, it was decided to use as context the
introduction of AMAN, a new queue management tool, and
SWIM, a new data transport network that will replace the
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current phone communication lines. These scenarios were
selected because of their importance in the SESAR Initiative
to which Deep Blue actively participates, and because they
involved a number of changes at both organizational and
technical level.
Before the introduction of AMAN, the Sector Team (composed by two air traffic controllers) has to manage and generate arrival sequence for arriving flights. Then, the AMAN
will automatically generate the arrival sequence to support
Sector Team. AMAN may also provide other functionalities,
such as ad-hoc simulation, or generating advisories, or
metering capabilities for runways. At organizational level, a
new type of controller namely, Sequence Manager is needed
to monitor and modify sequences generated by AMAN,
and provide information updates to the Sector Team. At
operational level, all ATM actors (including AMAN) will
communicate via SWIM which should provide authenticity,
integrity and availability guarantees comparable with the one
provided by the dedicated communication lines (e.g phone)
currently used by controllers.

Fig. 2.

Goal model of Sector Team.

are defined as follows.
Observable rule:

ro =

o
[ n
pi
Before −→
Afteri

(1)

i=1..n

Controllable rule:

rc =

[
i=1..n

{Before −
→ Afteri }

(2)

where: Before is the before-change requirements model, and
Afteri are after-change requirements models (a.k.a evolution
possibilities) which Before might possibly evolve to, and pi
is evolution probability. The sum of pi is always equal to
one.
Example 1: Fig. 2 shows the goal model of Sector Team
related to managing arrival sequence. The top goal is to
have “arrival sequence managed” (g1 ) which is decomposed
in “arrival sequence optimally generated” (g2 ), “generate
advisories” (g3 ). The latter goal is further AND-decomposed
in “advisories to aircrafts prepared” (g4 ) and “advisories
to aircrafts delivered” (g5 ).
According to the changes foreseen by SESAR initiative,
the goal model can evolve as follows:
• Arrival sequence creation. Initially, the arrival sequence
is created manually. In the future, this sequence should
be automatically generated by the AMAN. Thus the
goal g2 is delegated to the AMAN. On the left side
of Fig. 3 two evolution possibilities (AS1 and AS2)
are represented. The probability that AS1 materializes
is 60%, the goal g2 delegated to the AMAN can be
fulfilled either by “simple arrival sequence generator”
(g6 ) or by “advance arrival sequence generator” (g7 ).
Meanwhile, the probability that AS2 materializes is
25%. A new goal “ad-hoc simulation” (g8 ) is introduced. And both g2 and g8 can be fulfilled by goal
“advance arrival sequence generator” (g7 ).
• Aircraft advisories. The decomposition of goal g3 can
change with 35% probability (AD1) so that the subgoal
g4 can be fulfilled either by the goal “basic advisory
generator”(g9 ), or the goal “detail advisory generator”
(g10 ). With a probability of the 40% (AD2), the goal
“detail advisories to aircrafts prepared” (g11 ) becomes
mandatory and substitutes g4 . The observable rule for
goal g3 is illustrated on the right side of Fig. 3.
Since evolutions are known unknowns (we know they
are possible but not sure whether they would happen), one
design solution may be useful in a before-change situation

IV. T HE R E A PPROACH TO B E VALIDATED
This section gives an overview of our approach [1] to deal
with requirements evolutions at design phase. The approach
helps decision makers to select an optimal design solution
to be implemented so that system is evolution-resilient.
Evolutions are classified into two types, namely, observable and controllable evolution. Observable evolutions are
changes in a system due to external factors (such as rules,
business agreement, new concepts or changes in standards).
These changes can be foreseen with some level of certainty
based on expert knowledge (for example the discussions
and opinions held by different national representatives at
EuroControl). An example can be “Which types of aircraft
advisories will AMAN support?”: some advisories could be
more likely to be mandated, others might be less likely to be
supported and yet few others might not be supported at all.
We capture these changes as observable evolutions, and the
levels of certainty of ATM experts are captured by evolution
probabilities.
Controllable evolutions correspond to design alternatives
that can be chosen by the stakeholders. They originate from
different options that can be proposed to fulfil requirements.
For example, to “generate advisories”, the AMAN can
either “generate advisories based on time of battery” or
“generate advisories based on speed of battery”. These
options are often proposed from designers who analyze
requirements and identify design solutions for the system.
Since different options can further lead to different designs for the same system, we consider them as intentional
changes under the control of the designer.
These evolutions are incorporated into requirements
model using controllable rule and observable rule, which
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AS1: 1st possibility of Arrival Sequence Creation
(After1)

AS0: Arrival Sequence
Creation (Before)

AD1: 1st possibility of Advisory (After1)

60%

35%
AD0: Advisory (Before)
AS2: 2nd possibility of Arrival Sequence Creation
(After2)

AD2: 2nd possibility of Advisory (After2)

25%

40%

15%

25%

Fig. 3.

Two observable rules of the arrival sequence creation (left) and aircraft advisories (right).

but might turn out to be useless in an after-change situation.
Hence, in our approach [1], we introduce a reasoning to
measure the level of usefulness of different solutions based
on two metrics, namely, MaxBelief and ResidualRisk. MaxBelief measures the maximum evolution probability that a
solution is still useful after evolution happens. ResidualRisk
is the probability that a solution becomes useless after
evolution. We do not introduce the reasoning here since
the studies only focused on the validation of the modelling
approach.

and potential for adoption of the modeling approach in an
industrial setting. In order to collect data on the application
of the modelling approach, the workshops have been audiovideo recorded, questionnaires have been administered to the
participants, and semi-structured interviews were conducted.
The workshop activity was followed up by an off-line
session which involved two ATM experts and a security
engineer from industry.
Then, we have investigated how difficult is to apply the
modeling approach for master students who are familiar to
the requirement engineering domain and have no previous
knowledge of the approach and the ATM domain. Data
have been collected through questionnaires and a final report
describing the application of the approach on the ATM
scenario. After the course, students have been requested to
fill in a questionnaire on the method application.
Each study has been organized in two phases: first a
Training phase where the subjects attend training sessions
either on the modeling approach or on the ATM appplication
scenario or on both; and an Application phase where subjects
work in groups and apply the approach on the ATM scenario.

Table I
S TUDIES SUMMARY
Participants
Researchers
Master Students
ATM Experts and
Professionals

Method
Knowledge
Good
Partial
Partial

Domain
Knowledge
Partial
Limited
Good

Study
Study 1
Study 3
WS3

Easy to
Apply
X
X

Easy to
Adopt
X
X

V. OVERVIEW OF THE E MPIRICAL S TUDIES
The studies that we have conducted aim at investigating
how easily the modeling approach can be applied and
adopted by subjects who have different levels of expertise
in the approach and in the ATM application scenario (see
Table I for an overview). First, the researchers who have
proposed the modeling approach (the authors of this paper)
have investigated if the approach can be adopted in the
air traffic management domain. In order to do that, the researchers have modeled the AMAN case study with possible
observable and controllable evolution rules. Then, as in the
studies by Maiden et al. three workshops were conducted
having as participants air traffic controllers, managers, and
system engineers that are the main actors in the work
practice associated with the ATM application scenarios. The
workshops aimed to test more thoroughly the applicability

VI. S TUDY 1: S TUDY WITHIN T HE R ESEARCH G ROUP
The researchers (the authors of this paper) have first
gained knowledge about the domain by attending half a day
workshop organized by Deep Blue, related to ATM procedures and tools, safety and security issues in the ATM. Deep
Blue also provided the research team with documentation
about ATM process, AMAN and SWIM architecture and
their functional and non functional requirements. After the
training on the ATM domain, the researchers have modeled
several evolutionary scenarios following the approach to
model requirements evolution. The scenarios considered
include the introduction of the AMAN; the introduction
of the ADS-B, a new surveillance tool used to determine
aircrafts’ positions, the introduction of the SWIM, and the
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introduction of the AMAN and SWIM to connect AMAN
with queue management tools in other airports. For each of
the evolutionary scenarios, the researchers have drawn an
original model Before and identified an evolution possibility
Af teri . The Before model and the Afteri models have
been modeled in the Si* language. Eight SI* models have
been drawn by the research team of medium complexity in
terms of number of actors, goals, tasks, resources, trust and
delegation dependencies between actors.

twelve participants: a security engineer from industry and
eleven ATM experts. The ATM experts were the same as the
other workshop plus two other Deep Blue consultant who
have expertise in Security and Safety for ATM systems. The
workshop started with a brief presentation of the scenario
to which the experts have to apply the modeling approach
to requirements evolution and a summary of the steps
they have to follow. The participants were divided in four
different heterogeneous groups (in terms of expertise). Each
group had to draw an original model and one possibility
of evolution model Afteri using the SI* tool. A total of
eight models were produced. The groups annotated on wild
cards specific problems they encountered while applying
the approach. During the validation session each group was
observed by a researcher. At the end of the validation session
the research team administered a questionnaire to be filled
in by the participants. Then, the research team discussed
with the ATM experts the feedback annotated on wild-cards
and asked them to provide additional feedback about the
modeling approach.
An additional off-line evaluation session was conducted,
which involved one of the ATM experts who works as Deep
Blue consultant and one security engineer from industry who
participated in workshop WS3. The session had a duration
of four months from August 2011 to November 2011. The
two participants produced eight SI* models representing the
ATM system as-is and after the introduction of the AMAN.
The models represent the main ATM actors, the resources,
the whole ATM system, and the arrival management procedure.

VII. S TUDY 2: W ORKSHOPS WITH ATM E XPERTS
The validation was organized into three separated workshops held in April (WS1), June 2011 (WS2), and September
2011 (WS3). The workshops involved both researchers and
ATM experts. The role of researchers was to facilitate the
workshop and make observations. The role of ATM experts
was to apply the modeling approach and provide feedback
about its applicability to model requirements changes.
The objective of the first workshop (WS1) was to present
the modeling approach to the ATM experts. Seven ATM
experts have participated to WS1: four of them are Deep
Blue consultants with various background (e.g., Computer
Science, Human Factors, Safety and Security) who have
worked in several projects related to the ATM domain. The
other three ATM experts have been working for an European
Air Navigation Service Provider with different roles and responsibilities: one is a system administrator, while the other
two are air traffic controllers. The ATM experts have also
extensive experience with the validation of new operational
concepts [17] and are currently involved in various SESAR
validations. The workshop started with a training session to
introduce the experts to the requirement engineering domain
and the modeling approach for evolving requirements. Then,
the workshop involved role-playing scenario where ATM
experts assessed the representation of changes (in terms
of goals), the likelihood of particular change scenarios and
the representation of such changes. Then, the requirements
analysts held a brainstorming session with the participants
to identify possible evolution rules.
The focus of second workshop (WS2) was the evaluation of the correctness of the before and after models
drawn by the researchers. Most participants were the same
from the first workshop: there was an additional participant
who works as ATM manager. During the workshop, the
requirements analysts have shown the original model and
the possibility of evolution model Afteri they have drawn in
Study 1. The models have been discussed and revised with
the domain experts. The requirements analysts also conduct
a semi-structure interview with the experts to understand
what the experts think about the approach. At the end
of the workshop, additional feedback was collected by an
evaluation questionnaire.
During the third workshop (WS3), ATM experts were
asked to apply the modeling approach. We had a total of

VIII. S TUDY 3: C ASE S TUDY WITH M ASTER S TUDENTS
Eleven MSc students, divided in four groups, participated
to the validation. The students had a major in Computer
Science and had basic knowledge about requirements engineering. First, students were trained about the approach
for evolving requirements during the Security Engineering
course and they were also introduced to the ATM application
scenarios. As additional material, they received three documents describing AMAN and SWIM users requirements,
SWIM content and information services, and AMAN and
SWIM core architecture.
Each group chose a possible scenario associated with
the introduction of AMAN and SWIM network, and had
to apply the approach for evolving requirements. After
examining the scenarios, they identified controllable and
observable evolutions, and constructed Bef ore goal model
as well as several Af teri models representing evolution
possibilities.
At the end of the validation the students were asked to
deliver a report describing in details the application of the
approach and the generated models. They also had to fill out
a questionnaire about the approach.
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IX. Q UALITATIVE AND Q UANTITATIVE DATA A NALYSIS
This section reports the results of the analysis we have
conducted on the data collected during the studies. First,
we assess if the modeling can be adopted to capturing
complex requirements changes that characterize the ATM
domain. Then, we investigate how easy was the application
of the modeling approach depending on the participants’s
background.
A. Qualitative Analysis

Fig. 4.

During the structured interviews conducted during the
workshops, the ATM experts were asked whether the approach can be adopted to represent the evolution of ATM
systems.
They all pointed out that it is not possible to predict all the
possible changes in advance especially for complex systems
such as ATM systems. The ATM Manager said “Sometimes,
when you apply you discover a third change that is better
than the one you have predicted”, and that “The model may
be good but when you switch form theory to practice you
realize that there are many situations that you did not consider”. The Senior Deep Blue consultant also remarked that
“We are talking about very complex systems. You don’t know
from the beginning all the actors involved in the process.
There are always certain changes that you cannot predict
due to the complexity of the system.”. The ATM experts went
further and suggested that an incremental approach should
be applied to identify all the possible evolution alternatives:
“It should be an iterative process ”, and that “you need to
have more iterations if you want to reach 100%.You cannot
foreseen everything at the beginning”.
The ATM experts were also asked whether the graphical
representation can be adopted to capture complex evolutions.
The ATM Manager said that the representation “No - it is
not so immediate”. The Senior Deep Blue consultant was
more confident but again he remarked for the need to adopt
an incremental approach to elicit all the possible changes:
“yes, but you need more than one iteration”. Another Deep
Blue consultant reported that it is necessary to simplify
the graphical representation because: “the representation
becomes very complex expecially when SI* is used to model
before and after models”.

Distribution of Number of Model Elements by Different Authors

Fig. 5.

Scatter-Plot of Measures of Model Complexity

produced over a longer period of time (months) and their
correctness have been assessed by Deep Blue consultants.
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 represent the complexity of the models
(number of goals, actors and dependencies) drawn by the
practioners, the researchers and the master students (practitioners by ovals, researchers are denoted by triangles, and
students by crosses). Both figures hightlights that the team
composed by the Deep Blue consultant and the security engineer has produced complex models that represent the main
ATM systems and actors related to the arrival procedures.
The researchers have drawn models of medium complexity
while the master students have produced very simple models
with a limited number of goals,tasks and resources. However
students have identified more evolution possibilities than the
team of practitioners and the researchers who just identified
one evolution possibility. The plot in Fig. 6 shows that on
average observable rules identified by the groups of MSc
students have four alternative evolution possibilities, while
controllable rules have around two possibilities.
The comparison of the complexity of the models hightlights that the modeling approach can easily be applied by
subjects that are novice either in the method (ATM experts
and practitioners), in the application domain (researchers), or
both (master students). From the complexity of the models,
it seems that in order to draw models that capture all
the aspects of the case study a partial knowledge of the
requirement engineering domain and a good knowledge of
the case study are required.

B. Quantitative Analysis
We wanted to assess how difficult is to apply the modeling
approach depending on the subject’s level of knowledge in
the method and in the ATM domain. As evaluation criteria,
we have used the complexity of the before and after models
drawn by the researchers, the master students and the group
composed by the Deep Blue consultant and the security
engineer. We did not include in the comparison, the models
drawn by the ATM experts because they were produced
in two hours of work during the third workshop while the
models drawn by the other experimental subjects have been

X. T HREATS T O VALIDITY
•
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Construct Validity. A main threat to construct validity
in our study was represented by a communication gap

other studies to have a bigger data sample to draw our
conclusions.
XI. C ONCLUSIONS AND L ESSONS L EARNT

Fig. 6.

•

•

•

We have described the case studies that we have conducted in the ATM domain to evaluate the applicability
and the potential for adoption of an approach for modeling
evolving requirements proposed by us.
The validation has highlighted that the modeling supported by the approach can be a useful decision support tool
for decision makers during brainstorming and change assessment. Moreover, the ATM experts reported a problem related
to the graphical representation of evolution rules which
tend to be complex even for simple evolution scenarios.
The effectiveness of visual notations for requirements is a
problem that has received little attention in the requirements
engineering community. A relevant work on the subject is by
Moody et al. [18] who evaluated the cognitive effectiveness
of i* visual notation. However, the evaluation done in the
paper is not based on case studies research like we did in this
paper. Effectiveness of a method can only be evaluated by
conducting case studies research with users that are novice
to the approch.
The validation also highlighted a number of aspects that
should be taken into account to conduct case study research.
The selection of domain experts strongly influence the
relevance of feedback collected and the satisfaction of the
success criteria chosen for the case studies. In the case studies, the domain experts selected had a different background
and so we were able to collect feedback about the approach
to requirements evolution from different perspectives.
However, an issue of the domain is the separation between
ATM organizations and IT suppliers. They have different and
often competing stakes. In future validation studies, we think
that one should validate the approach separately with two
groups of ATM organizations and IT supplier and identify
methods to firewall feedback by different groups. This might
highlight competitive advantages that one group might gain
over the other by adopting the method.
Another interesting lesson concerns the choice of the communication medium. The level of engagement of the domain
experts depends on two main factors: the means to provide
feedback, and the language in which such feedback needs to
be provided. Our workshop sessions included Hungarians,
Indians, Italians, Norwegians, and Vietnameses; juggling
between languages made our meetings lively. Albeit obvious
in hindsight, the foreign language gap was not mentioned
in the previous work by N. Maiden and others [5], [6],
[7] because their studies were clearly English-to-English.
A possible solution is that the domain experts can discuss
in their mother tongue language and then provide summary
feedback in English, but this hampers the immediacy of the
feedback, and ”minority opinions” might not be reported
(we noticed this phenomenon during the workshops). The

Plot-design Mean for Different Factors

between the research team and the domain experts.
Research team and domain experts might use same
terms with different meanings and this can lead to
misunderstandings and to provide wrong or unrelated
feedback. For example, the distinction between goal
and resource was difficult to understand for the experts
because in ATM domain, a goal is something that is
produced while in the requirement domain is something
that an actors wants to be achieved. To mitigate this
threat we have included a “mediator” who occasionally reformulated questions of the research team for
the domain experts and reformulated domain experts’
feedbacks for the researchers. The mediator role in this
experiment was played by a member of Deep Blue who
was familiar with our approach.
Internal Validity. The feedbacks provided by the ATM
experts on the possible adoption of the graphical representation to model evolution of requirements in the
ATM domain can be biased by the fact that the before
and after model were drawn in the SI* requirements
language. SI* graphical notation tends to get very
complex even for simple models and this aspects may
have influenced the feedbacks of the ATM experts.
We should organize another study using a different requirements language to evaluate whether the feedbacks
depend on the use of SI*.
External Validity. Since we have evaluated the applicability of the approach with different kind of subjects researchers, practitioners, domain experts, and students
- our results can have general validity. However, to
show that our findings are true for other cases we should
test the applicability of the approach in other industrial
contexts.
Conclusion Validity. An important threat to the conclusion validity of our studies is the relatively small
number of subjects that participated to the studies. The
number of participants was small expecially for the
workshops with ATM experts because of constraints
on costs and time availability. We should organize
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mediator was a useful tool to mitigate the internal validity
threats also in this setting.
However, a major factor in the level of engagement
of domain experts is the perceived compliance with the
practice in industry where requirements management tools
such as IBM Rational DOORS are adopted. A show-stopper
in the discussion with a practitioner was simply “We use
DOORS” (and therefore cannot use and should not waste
time evaluating requirements models in format different
than DOORS). This was purely a syntactical limitation,
not a semantical or methodological one: we could have
perfectly used DOORS to link requirements expressed by
goal models, but our tool simply did not do it, as we
thought this was just “Engineering”. This is indeed true if
we considered limiting our validation to an experiment (as
noted in [19] this is what the vast majority of RE papers
report). Being able to syntactically interface with these tools
(even for just gathering requirements IDs to label goals), is
essential to obtain better perceived compliance and thus a
better engagement and case-study based validation. Since a
full fledged integration does not make sense for research
purposes, in our future work we will investigate how to
increase the perceived compliance with a light integration of
our methodology as a reasoning plug-in into industry-level
requirements management tools.
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